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CHAPTER 4 

ADVANCED HEALING TECHNIQUES 

PAGE  77 TO 79 
 

Supporting and Healing the Inner Child 

 
 

Almost every emotional issue has stemmed from an incident held in the past, often 
when we were much younger than we imagine. As we look back as an adult, what 
happened years ago may seem infinitesimal, but to a small child it was huge. 

 
Example:   I once heard a psychologist on a radio station mention every childhood 
issue, on a rating scale from one to ten, has an intensity of the highest magnitude at a 
ten. As a small child we rely on the adults in our lives to care, feed, love and nurture 
us. When this does not occur we are devastated. Just spend a few minutes walking 
around on your knees and observe how large the world appears when you are only 
three feet tall. It matters not if the child was physically abused or ignored. As an adult, 
these invalidations become life altering.  
 
When a treatment is given with Reiki it has the ability to bring in a focus of love which 

was denied in some way as a child. The love felt will make most clients relax and allow 
healing of their old wounds. With love as a base, clients will begin to trust your guidance. 
Reiki will bring the client into the relaxed state of their subconscious mind so the 
treatment can relieve the stress associated with a traumatic event.  

 
 

Remember:  The subconscious mind rules the conscious mind. Enter the  
     subconscious mind to permanently release the stress associated  
     with any trauma.  

 
When working with childhood issues, you will be guiding the adult or adolescent 

client to approach their younger child with the understanding and compassion they would 
hold for a child who was in the same situation now. By administering Reiki and using 
guided imagery the client will gently float down into their subconscious mind. To open 
this aspect of their psyche, guide the client to open each chakra, being prudent to have 



 

them make note of any sensations they may be feeling. If they are not aware of any 
changes in their body, tell them to pretend to feel something. This will stimulate their 
imagination. You will find that usually by the time 
they get to the last chakra and often before, they will 
actually physically feel something in their body. Now 
they will be ready to see into their inner sight and 
help their lost child.  

 
Once they are in this relaxed state you will start 

the process of Inner Child Healing. Request they call 
in two beings for help; one is a guide to lead them 
down the correct path and the other, a divine light 
being,  such as an angel. The client is creating this 
scenario so give them options from which to choose. 
This will assure them they are in control, have help 
and they are not alone. They will also be connecting 
to their higher self for added assistance. 

 
It will empower the client if they can view their higher self and compare their 

radiance to the higher light beings they have called in. Have them look at their divine 
essence by asking what color is their higher self, for color is often the easiest visual to 
comprehend. If they do not see a color, ask what color would they like it to be and then 
pretend to see it. This is a way to prime the pump of their imagination and get them 
ready to view an occurrence during the Inner Child Healing process.  

 
They will see how powerful they are when they compare their brilliance to the beings 

who were just invited in. If their light is dim it reflects a poor self image. To adjust this 
imbalance, ask them to simply increase their light by imagining they are turning up a light 
in a room with a dimmer switch. With this higher radiance it will allow the client to work 
from the divine aspect of themselves and when they see how simple it is to increase their 
light, it instills confidence.  

 
As a practitioner, you can look at the episode they are re-experiencing as an observer 

and it is wise to direct them to do the same. There is no need to relive any pain of the 
past, though the process may stimulate emotions within them, but be assured, they will 
not be overwhelmed. When they are instructed to move to an old issue which requires 
healing sometimes the place the client first visits does not hold any trauma or concerns.  



 

CHAPTER 6  

MEDITATIONS   

Page 140 to 143 
 
 

Life Tool:  Orange Sacral Chakra 

 

This center is where you will become aware of and activate your creativity. Focus 
on an area of your life that you feel could profit from a new idea. Then enter into 
the stillness of this mediation. 
 

 

1. Locate a quiet place where you will be undisturbed; turn off the phone. 

2. Allow your breath to slow down and deepen.  

a. Inhale through your nose. 

b. Exhale out through your mouth, making an audible sigh. 

c. Do this three times. 

3. Relax your forehead, your eyelids, your cheeks, your lips and your 
tongue. 

4. Allow this relaxation to penetrate across your face and into your head. 

5. Let it flow directly into your brain.  

a. From that point it streams down your entire body. 

b. Track it as it moves; notice the sensation it brings to various 
parts of your physical form. 

6. In your mind’s eye pretend to step into the left side of your brain. 

a. This is the analytical side where you will allow your thoughts to 
just flow without focusing on any one idea. 

b. Attention here will allow the chatter to disperse as you give the 
mind time to let these ideas to move through. Honor the way 
your left brain processes thoughts. 

7. Pretend to stand up and move to the creative right side of your brain. 



 

8. Take off your shoes and walk on the soft carpet. 

a. Sit on the velvet pillow on the floor. 

b. Feel the cool breeze coming in the window and the warmth of 
the sun or the coolness in the air, you design it. 

c. Notice how this side feels different from the left side. 

9. Move to the center of your brain and remove any barriers you see here 
so you many integrate and feel the blending of the qualities of each side 
of your brain. 

10. You are now ready to access your creativity. Move your attention to 
your orange energy center just below your navel. 

11. Take a creative desire you have and plant it in the dirt. 

12. See warm yellow sunlight shining down on this subject matter from your 
chakra above. 

13. Watch it sprout and grow into a large plant. 

14. Sit beside this idea plant and receive the information it has stored 
inside.  

a. Watch for metaphors in this vision which will be clues to help 
construct this idea. 

b. The message may be revealed by the type of plant it becomes. 

c. The answer could come at a later time; just know that the 
information has roots, it is growing and in time you will receive 
more about this message. 

15. Take a seed from this plant and place it in your throat chakra where it 
will grow and allow you to put this desire into action with your spoken 
word. 

16. When this process feels complete become aware of the sounds in the 
room, take a deep breath and open your eyes. 

 

 

 

 


